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The Case for Social Media

Nearly a tenfold increase!



But who exactly is using 

social media? 



Age Differences

 Young adults (ages 18-29) are still the most likely to use 

social media – up to 90%

 77% of adults ages 30-49

 51% of adults ages 50-64

 35% of adults 65+



Major Demographic Characteristics

 Gender: Men and women use social networking sites about 

the same

 Socioeconomic status: Those with higher education levels 

and household income are more likely to use, but 56% of 

those in lowest-income households use social media

 Race/ethnicity: No notable differences!



Other Demographics

 Community differences:

 More than half of rural residents now use social media! 

(58%)

 Compare to 68% of suburban and 64% of urban residents



But wait…

What about the social media 

platform?





Blogging and Websites

 Not a social media platform per se

 VERY important – consumers look for a well-designed website as an indicator 
of business quality

 Often used as a repository for content shared through social media platforms 
(photos, videos, blog posts, etc.)

 Conversely, social media can be embedded into website

 Web design fees



YouTube

 Can be easily embedded into websites or shared across 
platforms

 Great way to show “behind the scenes” footage (e.g., 
facility tours, meet the staff, etc.) or provide education on 
what to do with your product

 Can cost money to produce a professional video, but many 
ways to create decent results using iPad or other basic video 
editing tools

 Videos can be up to 15 minutes long, but shorter is better



Facebook

 Wide audience – in numbers and demographics

 New algorithms making it harder to reach desired 
demographic without paying

 Consumers go there to look for reviews, hours, other 
info (similar to Yelp)

 Place to interact with customer base/target audience -
respond to concerns, share articles from other sources, 
update with original content…



Facebook

Photos

Videos

Posts (stories, updates, content from other 

Facebook pages, links to articles or your own blog 

posts)





Twitter

 Limited to 140 characters

 Can’t target specific groups of followers

 …but your tweets go to all of your followers (unlike 

Facebook)

 Posts are short-lived in the “Twitterverse” – quick 

turnover time and plenty of messages to compete 

with



Twitter

Photos

SHORT posts

Posts can include links to external content – use a 
link shortener (e.g., Bitly or TinyURL) to cut down 
on character count

 Use hashtags to get attention for a related issue (e.g., 
#agchat)

 Can gain followers by tagging other Twitter accounts

 Need to tweet often (several times daily) for best 
results





Pinterest

 Bookmarking tool, like an online collage!

 Create boards/collections of “pins”

 Often used for visual trends – fashion, design, crafts

 Link to external content - good visuals are a must

 Consider using for recipes or infographics

 Demographic is mainly female, often health-conscious





Instagram

 Photo sharing and that’s pretty much it

 Used most by millennials, females

 Consider using for photo updates from the field

 Can be integrated with Facebook and Twitter





Social Media Integration

 Stretch your efforts!

 Can tap in to different audiences who may not follow you on all of your social 

media platforms

 Tools to manage social media all in one place (e.g., Hootsuite)

 Take time to plan out your social media posts and schedule them for 

automatic posting



Questions to Ask Yourself Regarding 

Social Media Strategy…

1. Are my target audiences/customers 

on social media?

(Most likely they are.)

2. Which social media platforms are they using?

(This will tell you where to invest your resources.)

3. Do I have the time to manage my social media accounts?

(It takes up way more time than you think. Consider hiring a media-savvy 

intern!)



Lots more to learn!

 Coming up…

 Understanding your consumers

 Using social media data to evaluate efforts and refine strategies

 Building your brand identity

 Leveraging photos and videos for social media

 Return on investment

THANK YOU!


